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Though differences of opinion exist for various doctrinal issues within Christianity,
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age of the Earth. For Christians who hold the young-earth view, being true to God’s
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word necessitates believing the universe, Earth, and life were all created in six 24-hour
days, six to ten thousand years ago. This is based on the contention that the “simplest
explanation of the [Genesis 1] text . . . is that Moses intended the days to be thought of
in the most common sense of that term.”1 Thus, any interpretation that goes beyond a
clear plain meaning of the text is considered to compromise Biblical authority and capitulate to evolutionary theories.
One difﬁculty with this view is most young earth creationists interpret the Genesis creation account through the lens of the modern
English Bible. While English translations can make it sound
as though the creation days were 24-hour periods, textual and
grammatical elements of the original Hebrew narrative suggest
otherwise. Indeed, a literal reading of the Hebrew text provides compelling exegetical
clues pointing to prolonged creation days. To understand why this is the case, one
only needs to consider the chain of translation. From original Hebrew, the text was
translated to the Greek Septuagint, to Latin Vulgate, to English Wycliffe, to English
Tyndale, to the King James Version, and ﬁnally to the NIV, NASB, ESV and other modern translations. Because every language is unique, nuances of the original text have
been lost in the translations leading to the modern English Bible.
The purpose of this paper is to delve deeper into the “days” of creation. This is not
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an attempt to denigrate the young-earth view, but to follow Paul’s admonition to “test
everything and hold fast to what is good” (1 Thess. 5:21). Like Jerry E. White, President of The Navigators, states: “I do not condemn those who prefer a young-earth
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interpretation of Genesis, just as I would not condemn those who see an old-earth
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solution in the data.”2 Both young-earth (calendar-day) creationists and old-earth
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(day-age) creationists consider the Bible to be the inerrant Word of God. Both believe
the Genesis creation account is an historical narrative–not an allegory, myth, legend,
or poetic expression. And both support an ex nihilo creation and reject Darwinian evo-

lution. Thus, both views come from believers who are merely seeking truth and trying
to understand God’s message in Genesis 1.
The problem lies in our external witness. Many unbelievers hold a naturalistic worldview because they cannot reconcile the Bible with science. One of the best ways to
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engage these skeptics is to use science apologetics to demonstrate the agreement of
science and Scripture. However, the insistence on a six-to-ten thousand year old Earth
undermines this effort and prevents a large segment of society from taking the Bible
seriously. Two Christian apologists state this problem well:
“When the ‘young earth’ creationist insists that the biblical evidence indicates an
earth only six to ten thousand years old, all communication bridges to the secular
science community break down. The communication gap widens and such
reactionary creationist views are labeled as ‘folk science.’ The scriptures and the
gospel are consequently dismissed as meaningless.”4
And,
“Many non-Christians are driven away from the God of the Bible by the youngearth claims which are, frankly, ridiculous to most people who love science. It
is a shame that people who love science, who would like to know the One who
created the universe, reject, out of hand the Christian God, because they see
Christianity as so unscientiﬁc.5
For this reason, it is important we closely examine the controversy surrounding the
creation “days.” In this paper, we will look at this issue from three perspectives: (1) a
brief historical overview of creationist beliefs regarding the creation days, (2) a review
of the creation days with an emphasis on the textual and grammatical elements of the
original Hebrew text, and (3) a discussion of the “death before the Fall” issue.
BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
The prevailing view in the 17th century was the days of creation were 24-hour periods
and the creation was approximately 6,000 years old. This 6,000 year time-frame was
based on compilations of the Genesis genealogies done by Archbishop James Ussher
and theologian John Lightfoot around A.D. 1650. Based on the ages of patriarchs in
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The Mormon Question

the genealogies, both Ussher and Lightfoot concluded the universe, earth and life
were created in 4004 B.C.
In the 18th and 19th centuries, new data from geology and paleontology established
the earth was millions of years old, which conﬂicted greatly with Ussher and Lightfoot. In 1857, Philip Gosse (1810-1888), a British preacher and self-trained biologist,
proposed a solution to this dilemma. Because Gosse felt obligated to uphold Ussher’s
4004 B.C. creation date, he proposed God had created the world with the “appearance of age”–although the creation appeared to be ancient, it was actually only 6,000
years old.6 For instance, Gosse argued trees were created with growth rings in place,
coral reefs were created fully-developed, and rocks were created with fossils in them.7
Although Gosse’s theory was rejected during his lifetime, some young-earth creationists continue to promote the “appearance of age” view, most notably in the area of
astronomy.8
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Professor William Henry Green (1825-1900)
and distinguished theologian Benjamin B. Warﬁeld (1851-1921) noted gaps and omis-
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sions in the Genesis genealogies. This suggested the creation was substantially older
Continued on page 4
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As an Old Testament scholar and

Bewildered students, take heart!

professor at Covenant Theological

Here ﬁnally we have a user-friendly

Seminary, and as a scientist educated

reference book on Intelligent Design

at M.I.T., Collins is able to combine his areas of expertise and

that can enable us to understand and discuss all aspects of the

present a case for an interpretation of the Bible and its doctrines

subject. Bill Dembski, whose awesome erudition as displayed

that is at once faithful both to the Hebrew original, including

in some of his earlier books has left ordinary folks despairing

the doctrinal setting of the OT, and to the latest discoveries

of ever following his thought, has come through with a lucid

of modern mainline science. Collins does this by favoring the

question-and-answer manual that plainly unpacks the Design

“analogical day” view of Genesis 1.

argument for us.

In addition to the time of creation controversy, Collins deals with

The book is organized under six major themes: Basic

other issues where science and theology intersect. He favors a

Distinctions, Detecting Design, Information, Issues Arising

“realist” philosophy, according to which we are able to observe

from Naturalism, Theoretical Challenges to Intelligent Design,

the actual universe, and are able to make true inductions from

and A New Kind of Science. Chapters under each section are

what we observe. He provides an excellent treatment of the

introduced by questions which Dembski then answers with

doctrine of humanity, including an extensive discussion of the

logic and skill that have been polished in his lecture sessions at

relation of the soul to the body, the mind and the spirit to the

colleges and universities all over the country.

brain, and related topics. He discusses the effects of our fall into

Intelligent Design can be studied by scientiﬁc methods just

sin to the “curse” on the earth, and relates it to the promised

as well as other theories–Darwinism, for one. “Darwinism,

new heavens and new earth. Collins also offers help in relating

conceived as a theory about how biological complexity has

Christian theology to the questions of God’s providence in

emerged in the history of life, is a scientiﬁc theory. Intelligent

the world, to methods of apologetics, and to our relation to

Design, conceived as a theory about the inherent limitations of

the environment. His discussion of the Intelligent Design

undirected natural causes to generate biological complexity…is

movement is up-to-date and sensible.

likewise a scientiﬁc theory.”

Especially helpful are the extensive notes, unfortunately placed

Questions arise about the Designer. At RTB we would like

at the end of the book. These notes provide documentation, and

to understand and identify the Designer as the God of the

interesting expansions of the discussion in the text. Particularly

Bible. But this means branching into theology and philosophy,

interesting is the full text of the letter by the linguist James Barr,

and this does not suit Dembski’s purpose. “In place of

a letter often quoted by recent creationists; this letter does not

understanding we must content ourselves with knowledge.

support the idea of a recent creation in the Bible to the extent

We do not understand how quantum mechanics works, but

touted by recent creationists.

we know that it works. So too, we may not understand how an

I recommend this book to anyone who is interested in studying
the relationship of modern science to the Bible and the Christian
faith.

unembodied designer imparts speciﬁed complexity into the
world, but we can know that such a designer imparts speciﬁed
complexity into the world.”
Students, apologists, get your hands on this book. You’ll be
glad you did!
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than the 6,000-year timeframe Ussher and Lightfoot had proposed.

Hebrew scholar from Oxford, to support their view. In the letter, Barr

Today, many Bible scholars hold this view and believe the early Hebrew

states he knows of “no professor of Hebrew or Old Testament at any

genealogies provide highlights, but not a complete rendering of each

world-class university” who does not believe that Genesis 1 conveys

9

and every actual generation. For example, in his expositional commen-

the “creation took place in a series of six days which were the same as

tary on Genesis, James Montgomery Boice states:

the days of 24 hours we now experience.”18 However, the statement is

“It has been pointed out by biblical scholars, among them no
less a scholar than Princeton’s B.B. Warﬁeld, that the biblical
genealogies are not necessarily all-inclusive when they list a
series of descendants . . . they may (and in fact do) leave gaps,
so that a person identiﬁed as a ‘son’ of a person coming before

taken out of context. In the letter, Barr clariﬁes “it’s really not so much a
matter of technical linguistic competence, as an appreciation of the sort
of text that Genesis is.” Yet, the reason young-earth creationists cite the
letter is to demonstrate the 24-hour day view is a matter of technical
linguistic competence..19

him in the list need not necessarily be a literal son but may be a

The old-earth (day-age) view has many advocates. A two-year study by

grandson or great-grandson. Moreover, the gaps may sometimes

the conservative PCA Creation Study Committee provides an excellent

be quite large . . .”10

overview some of the supporters:

In the mid-20th century, young-earth creationism was rekindled by

“In the 19th century, before Darwin’s 1859 Origin of Species and

publications promoting ﬂood geology, creation science, and scientiﬁc

in the midst of much discussion of a geological basis for an ‘old

creationism.11 The chief architect of ﬂood geology was George Mc-

earth,’ Robert Shaw described favorably the possibility of inter-

Cready Price (1870-1963), a Seventh Day Adventist who insisted the

preting the days of creation as ages. Professor Taylor Lewis of

Flood was responsible for the Earth’s geological features.12 Self-taught

the Reformed Church of America advocated long ages . . . as did

and lacking a formal education in geology, Price based ﬂood geology on

Donald MacDonald, a minister of the Free Church of Scotland . . .

the teachings of his mentor, Ellen G. White (1827-1915), prophetess and

Princeton theologians, Charles Hodge, A.A. Hodge, and Benjamin

founder of the Seventh Day Adventist movement. In numerous trance-

Warﬁeld supported a Day-Age approach, as did also J. Gresham

like visions, White claimed she was “carried back to the creation” and

Machen, O.T. Allis, and E.J. Young of Westminster Seminary. . . . J.

“Noah’s ﬂood had sculpted the surface of the earth, burying the plants

Oliver Buswell, Jr. . . . R. Laird Harris and Francis Schaeffer. In his

and animals found in the fossil record.”13 It is startling White’s “divine

three-volume Commentary on Genesis, James Montgomery Boice . .

st

messages” became so inﬂuential in 21 century Christianity.

. concludes by favoring a Day-Age view.”20

In the 1960s, “ﬂood geology” was co-opted by John Whitcomb’s and

Other Christian leaders who are/were open to the old-earth view

Henry Morris’ book, The Genesis Flood, published in 1961. Like Price,

include: John Ankerberg, Walter Kaiser, William Lane Craig, Norman

neither Whitcomb nor Morris had degrees in geology. Although the

Geisler, J.P. Moreland, Chuck Colson, Paul Copan, Greg Koukl, C.S.

book was extremely popular, many geologists were critical of the schol-

Lewis, Hugh Ross, and Lee Strobel.21 The following comments repre-

arship.14 The following statement by Christian geologist W.U. Ault is

sent the views of many conservative Bible scholars and theologians:

typical of the criticism the book received:

“Anyone who is at all familiar with the Bible and the way the Bible

“The writings of these non-geologists [Price, Whitcomb, Morris]

uses words, knows that the use of the word ‘day’ is not limited

exhibit a basic lack of understanding of even the fundamental

to twenty-four hours. It is frequently used to denote a period of

principles of geology . . . a number of basic points completely

entirely undeﬁned length . . . . There is no necessity whatsoever

invalidate ﬂood geology . . . The serious Bible student will

for interpreting the days of Genesis 1 as solar days of twenty-four

not seek to support the physical aspects of Bible history with

hours length.”22 – R.A. Torrey (1856-1928), founder of Talbot Semi-

pseudoscience.”15

nary and editor of The Fundamentals.

Despite the scientiﬁc shortcomings of The Genesis Flood, Whitcomb

“It is certainly not necessary to think that the six days spoken of in

and Morris aggressively promoted the book, crisscrossing the country,

that ﬁrst chapter of the Bible are intended to be six days of twenty

speaking most often at Baptist churches, but also conservative Presby-

four hours each. We may think of them rather as very long periods

terian, Lutheran, Reformed, and Pentecostal churches. They also spoke

of time.”23 – J. Gresham Machen (1881-1937), considered the last of

at Biola University, Bob Jones University, Dallas Theological Seminary

the great orthodox Princeton theologians.

and other seminaries and Bible colleges, spreading the “gospel of ﬂood
geology.”16 Today, many Christians accept the Whitcomb/Morris model
ignoring, or unaware of, its scientiﬁc problems. That is the reason many
pastors today still fallaciously preach “ﬂood geology” is the reason
“seashells are found on mountaintops.”17
Young-earth creationists often quote a 1984 letter from James Barr,

“But then there arises the question as the length of these days.
That is a question which is difﬁcult to answer. Indications are
not lacking that they may have been longer than the days we now
know, but the Scripture itself does not speak as clearly as one
might like.”24 – Edward J. Young (1907-1968), regarded as “the
epitome of conservative exegetical orthodoxy.
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And,

from a source other than the Sun.

“[Young earth] creationists insist that the days cover a literal 24

Old-Earth View

hours, but this is not necessarily the case. Sometimes the word

Old-earth creationists claim Genesis 1:1 describes God’s creation of the

‘day’ is used with a broader meaning . . . it can mean a period

universe (ex nihilo) through the “big bang” event, by which God created

of indeﬁnite duration.”25 “Any view that makes the earth 12 to

all matter and energy and ultimately all heavenly bodies including the

20 thousand years old ﬂies in the face of too much varied and
independent evidence to be tenable. In my judgment the earth and
universe are indeed billions of years old.”26 – James Montgomery
Boice, chairman of the International Council of Biblical Inerrancy.
THE CREATION “DAYS”

Earth, Sun, Moon and stars. According to this view, the narrative shifts
forward in time and changes from a cosmic perspective to an earthly
one in Genesis 1:2 (the Earth was void and dark). At that point, God
caused sunlight to penetrate the darkness and illuminate the Earth.
Exegetical Support

Martin Luther once said, “If I were younger, I would want to learn this
language [Hebrew], for without it one can never properly understand

1) The Heavens and the Earth

the Holy Scripture . . . For that reason they have said correctly: ‘The

The verbs used in Genesis 1:1-2 (i.e., God created and earth was) are in

Jews drink out of the original spring, the Greeks drink out of the stream

the perfect tense32 and distinct from the wayyiqtol verb form used in the

ﬂowing out of the stream, the Latins, however, out of the puddle.’”

remainder of Genesis 1. As Hebrew linguist C. John Collins33 notes, the

We can only wonder how Luther would characterize those of us who

wayyiqtol verb functions as “the backbone or storyline tense of Biblical

read the Scriptures in modern English.

Hebrew narrative discourse,”34 while the perfect verb “denotes an event

27

that took place before the main storyline got underway.”35 Thus, the

The debate over the creation days is not about the inspiration of the
Bible, or a “literal” vs. “ﬁgurative” view of Scripture. Both young-earth
and old-earth creationists believe the Bible is inspired and defend their

verb forms indicate the creation of “the heavens and the Earth” was
separate from, and preceded, the events of the ﬁrst creation day.

interpretations as being literal. The issue is the interpretation of the text

The Hebrew phrase “the heavens and the earth” (hashamayim we

of Genesis 1.28 According to Bruce Waltke, the young-earth exegesis is

ha ‘erets) is known as a merism, where words coupled together

29

hindered by an adherence to a “woodenly literal” reading of Genesis.

have a different meaning than the individual words. The Theological

Gordon Wenham concurs, stating the problem is “six days has been

Wordbook of the Old Testament deﬁnes hashamayim we ha ‘erets as

seized on and interpreted over-literalistically, with the result that science

“all the raw materials needed to make sun, planets, stars, nebulae,

and Scripture have been pitted against each other instead of being seen

galaxies, molecules, atoms.”36 Similarly, Vine and Grudem each

as complementary.”30

equate hashamayim we ha ‘erets with “the entire universe” and “entire

Does the Bible demand that we interpret the creation days as 24-hour
time periods? To answer this question, I will compare the young-earth
and old-earth views of each of the creation “days,” followed by a brief

creation.”37 This further supports the old-earth view that the entire
universe–including the Earth, Sun, Moon, and stars–were created prior
to the ﬁrst creation day.

summary of exegetical support for the old-earth view.

2) Creation from Nothing (ex nihilo)

Day One: Light

Many young-earth creationists disavow the “big bang” as being strictly

The opening narrative of Genesis 1 states:

naturalistic science. However, it is important to consider the following
statement by the International Council on Biblical Inerrancy (Summit II,

In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. The earth

1982) on the relationship of science and Scripture:

was without form and void, and darkness was over the face of the
deep. … And God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light. … And

“It is sometimes argued that our exegesis should not be inﬂuenced

God separated the light from the darkness. God called the light Day,

by scientiﬁc observations. We believe this view is mistaken. While

and the darkness he called Night. And there was evening and there

the Bible clearly gives more speciﬁc information about our relation-

was morning, the ﬁrst day. (Gen. 1:1-5)

ship to God than one can possibly deduce from natural revelation,
it does not necessarily follow that our understanding of the physi-

Young-Earth View

cal world, its origin, etc., will also be more clearly deduced from

Young-earth creationists claim Genesis 1:1 (In the beginning God created

God’s revelation in His word than His revelation in His world.

the heavens and the earth) is a summary statement of the work God per-

Since both are revelations from God, and therefore, give a uniﬁed

formed during the creation week. They believe God created the Earth,

story, it seems quite permissible to consider all of the evidence

31

mature and fully-formed, on the ﬁrst day. According to their view,

(scientiﬁc as well as biblical) to be signiﬁcant to the degree that

Earth was alone, suspended in the heavens and the Sun, Moon and

each revelation can be clearly interpreted.”38

stars were created on the fourth day. Thus, the light God made came

The young-earth rejection of the big bang model parallels the Galileo

5

controversy in the 1500s. Galileo observed the earth revolved around

used with a number does not restrict its meaning to 24 hours. For ex-

the sun, which conﬂicted with the Catholic Church’s interpretation of

ample, Hosea 6:2 states: “He will revive us after two days; He will raise

Psalm 93:1 (the earth being unmovable) and Ecclesiastes 1:4-5 (the sun

us up on the third day,” referring to Israel’s ultimate restoration some

appearing to revolve around earth). Through scientiﬁc observation the

hundreds or thousands of years in the future. Zechariah 14:7, describ-

meaning of Scripture was eventually brought into clearer focus. As re-

ing the Day of the Lord, contains yôm echad (translated “unique day”),

spected Christian philosopher William Lane Craig states, “The Big Bang

which is identical to yôm echad of Genesis 1:5 (translated “one day”).

model …dramatically and unexpectedly [supports] the biblical doctrine

The context of Zechariah 14:7-8 suggests yôm echad will be a period of

of creation ex nihilo.”39

time spanning at least one summer and one winter, obviously longer
than a 24-hour day.

3) Let There be Light
Young-earth creationists interpret Genesis 1:3 (“And God said, ‘Let

5) Evening and Morning

there be light’”) to mean God created light that instant. This is because

Young-earth creationists claim “day” (yôm) accompanied by the phrase

English has a punctiliar aspect, which means the reader views the

“and there was evening and there was morning” indicates the creation

40

action as taking place at a single point in time.

However, the Hebrew

days were normal 24-hour days. However, there is lack of unanimity on

verb for “be” (hayah) means “to be” or “to exist.” As Collins notes, the

this point. For example, The Wycliffe Bible Commentary states “These

verbs in Genesis 1:3 (Let there be . . . and there was) do not imply the

are not ordinary days bounded by minutes and hours, but days of God .

creation of light, or a sense of coming into existence.41 This supports

. . The beginning of each act of creation is called morning, and the close

the view that the illumination came from pre-existing light–the sun.

of that speciﬁc divine act is called evening.”46

There is no exegetical justiﬁcation for the young-earth hypothesis that
the light came from a non-solar source God created.

In biblical Hebrew, “evening” (‘ereb) has several meanings, including
“sunset,” “night,” or “at the turn of evening”47 and conveys a “sense of

Old-earth creationists use Job 38 to explain the events of the ﬁrst

gradual cessation or diminishing of activity.”48 “Morning” (boqer) also

creation day. Job tells us, when God “laid the foundation of the earth,”

has several meanings, including “the point of time at which night is

He “made clouds its garment and thick clouds its swaddling band”

changing to day . . . the end of night, daybreak, dawn”49 or “beginning

(Job 38:4,9 ESV).42 Based on this, old-earth creationists maintain the

of day”50 and conveys a sense of a “new starting of creative activity.”51

Earth was initially dark because it was surrounded by a dense, opaque

Thus, neither term restricts the meaning of “day” to a 24-hour period.

atmosphere. Then, in Genesis 1:3, God caused the thick cloud cover to
thin, allowing sun-light to reach the Earth’s surface for the ﬁrst time.
4) Day (yôm) with a Number

Much of the confusion comes from the King James Version, which
combines evening and morning together–“And the evening and the
morning were the nth day.” As Collins notes, “Grammatically, the AV

Hebrew scholars acknowledge the word translated “day” (yôm) has
several literal meanings: daylight, day, time, moment, or long era of
time. The question is which deﬁnition of yôm did the Genesis author
intend? Biblical Hebrew has a very limited vocabulary–approximately
3,100 words compared to over 4,000,000 English words.43 In English,
we have many words that can be used to describe a long period of time.
However, biblical Hebrew has no word other than yôm to denote a long
time-span.44

[Authorized King James Version] compresses the two events into a sum,
namely, the evening plus the morning were a day.”52 This is incorrect.
A more accurate translation is found in the NASB and ESV: “And there
was evening and there was morning, the nth day.” Note the time period
from ”evening” to “morning” brackets only the night. As Collins states:
“This means that any effort to ﬁnd this as deﬁning [24-hour] days runs
counter to the author’s [Moses] own presentation.”53
That “evening and morning” can be used to represent long periods of

Some claim yôm attached to a number (i.e., ordinal, “ﬁrst, second,
third,” etc) requires a 24-hour-day interpretation. However, Bible
scholars dispute that. For example, noted Hebrew scholar Gleason L.
Archer states the ordinal simply deﬁnes a symbolic unit of time and
“serves as no real evidence for a literal 24-hour day concept on the part
of the Biblical author.” Archer also points out that the days of creation
do not bear a deﬁnite article in Hebrew (i.e., “the ﬁrst day,” “the second
day,” etc.). He states, “In Hebrew prose of this genre, the deﬁnite article

time is evident in Psalm 90, which is attributed to Moses, the writer
of Genesis. In the Psalm, “morning” deﬁnes the beginning of life and
“evening” the end of life. Thus, “morning and evening” brackets the
entire human lifespan. As Gleason Archer states, “Concerning the
recurring [evening and morning] formula at the end of each creative day
. . . there were deﬁnite and distinct stages in God’s creational procedure
. . . it serves as no real evidence for a literal twenty-four-hour day
concept on the part of the biblical author.”54

was generally used where the noun was intended to be deﬁnite . . .

According to Professor Nathan Aviezer of Bar-Ilan University in Israel,

Thus they [the days of creation] are well adapted to a sequential pattern,

this is consistent with the way early Talmud scholars approached

45

rather than to strictly delimited units of time.”

It should also be noted that there are instances in Scripture where yôm

Genesis 1. He states, “A statement must be made at the outset about
biblical chronology of the six days of creation. Any attempt to correlate
the biblical text with scientiﬁc knowledge must necessarily understand

6

the term ‘day’ to mean a phase or a period in the development of the
55

world, rather than a time interval of twenty-four hours. . . ”
Day Two: Sky and Waters
The narrative of the second day states:

And God said, “Let there be an expanse in the midst of the waters, and
let it separate the waters from the waters.” And God made the expanse
and separated the waters . . . And it was so. (Gen. 1:6-8)
Young-Earth View
Young-Earth creationists contend this passage states that God created
atmosphere and separated the heavenly waters from terrestrial waters
during a normal 24-hour day.

geological processes. Then, once the conditions were right, God caused
plants to sprout, grow, and develop “after their kinds.”58 According to
their view, different generations of plants appeared over time according
to God’s timetable–each perfectly matched to the environment and the
increasing sunlight as the atmosphere continued to gradually clear.
Exegetical Support
The text does not say God created (bara) mature plants. The command
is in the Hiphil verb form, indicating the land was to be the agent
causing the sprouting. The Hebrew “brought forth” (yatsa’) is a
completed action (i.e., imperfect verb with a “waw” preﬁx). This
indicates the plants germinated from seeds and grew into mature
plants, a process requiring months or years. Some young-earth
creationists claim God caused plants to grow supernaturally fast, so

Old-Earth View

that they sprouted and bore fruit in 24 hours. However, that would

The old-earth view is similar, except the events take place over an

require that we interpret the words differently than their usual Hebrew

extended period of time, during which God established a stable

meanings and there is no textual evidence to support that assertion.59

atmosphere and water cycle.

Genesis 2:8-9 also speaks of the third creation day. It states: “And the

Exegetical Support

LORD God planted a garden . . . And out of the ground the LORD God
caused to grow [tsamach] every tree . . .” Tsamach means to “sprout or

The English translation, “And God said . . . And it was so” imparts a

grow,” natural processes requiring more than 24 hours to produce a

sense of immediacy. However, the phrase translated “and it came to

mature tree. Although God caused plants to appear on the Earth and

pass” or “and it was so” is a waw-consecutive form of the imperfect

governed the growth processes (i.e., germination, sprouting, seed-

verb “to be,” which signiﬁes a completed action. As Whiteﬁeld points

production and fruit-bearing), compressing the events of the third day

out, this indicates the commands have been completed and does not

into a 24-hour time period distorts the Hebrew word meanings of both

imply the action was completed immediately.56 Thus, although God

Genesis 1:11-12 and Genesis 2:8-9.

commanded the establishment of an atmosphere and water cycle,
there is no textual requirement it occurred within a 24-hour period.

[End of Part 1. Part 2 will appear in February.]

Day Three: Plants

Jon Greene is retired and worked in the pharmaceutical ﬁeld. He is a

The narrative of the third day states:

trained RTB apologist and is active in the Seattle RTB Chapter.

And God said, “Let the earth sprout vegetation, plants yielding seed,
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